
RoadForce® AGM 200

HEAVY DUTY BATTERIES



ROADFORCE® 
AGM 200 

TODAY’S TRUCKS DEMAND MORE POWER THAN EVER

›       Spill-proof* AGM

›       4.5x the vibration protection of a heavy duty anchor bonded product and  
14x vibration protection compared to a standard product

›       2x cycling ability at moderate depth of discharge levels  (SAE j2185)  
and 3.4x greater cycling at deep discharge levels

›       Active material support by AGM separators allows for improved cyclability  
over flooded product

›       Low impedance design allows for 40% greater charge acceptance rate over  
a flooded design, allowing quicker recharge capability

›       Low self discharge rates allow for 45% greater shelf life than flooded types



EXIDE® ROADFORCE® AGM 200
Heavy Duty/Commercial Absorbed Glass Mat (AGM)

Exide’s Roadforce AGM-200 is built to keep truckers going, even 

when they’re not on the road. The current no-idle laws restrict 

truckers from running their engines to power their overnight 

comforts — from microwave ovens to DVD players. Exide’s 

Heavy Duty RoadForce AGM-200 is the heavy duty storage 

battery that offers deeper, better cycling to keep you going all  

day and all night too.

Due to the combination of environmental regulations and higher 

fuel costs, idling has been severely restricted for commercial 

vehicles. As a result, more starts at more frequent intervals 

are required – with less recharge time between starts. These 

conditions require a battery which will accept recharging much 

more quickly and efficiently. RoadForce AGM-200 will accept 

charge 40% faster than conventional flooded batteries, making 

it ideal for the new operating environment.

Long periods of use and frequent start-ups typically wear 

on a battery’s power, but not Exide’s Heavy Duty RoadForce 

AGM-200. Built to withstand periods of heavy discharge, 

RoadForce offers you confidence, knowing your truck will 

start time after time.

Nothing abuses a traditional battery like vibration. RoadForce 

AGM-200 is built to withstand even the worst of what the road 

dishes out. Its durable design minimizes damage and shock to 

remain intact, effective and going strong.
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EXIDE® ROADFORCE® AGM 200 

A   Over the top handle for easy installation 

B   High conductivity post for high cranking capability

C   Robust, thick wall poly case reinforces component stability

D   Increased post diameter for superior current carrying capacity

E      Lead / Calcium / Tin / Silver alloy for superior life under 
extreme operating conditions

F    Absorbed glass mat separator assuring stability under 
extreme vibrations and high cycling operations

G    Tin alloy cast-on strap with special oval weld for prolonged 
battery life

H   Heavy, robust cast grids for enhanced corrosion resistance

I    Special pressure venting system for increased life
  

XRF-31D31

XRF-31E31

RF-31D31

RF-31E31

925

925

700

700

Part
Number

BCI
Group Size

1110

1110

840

840

CCA
at 0°F

200

200

200

200

CA
at 32°F**

THREADED

DUAL

DUAL

RC MIN
at 80°F

13 (330)  X  6-5/8 (171)  X  9-7/16 (236)

13 (330)  X  6-5/8 (171)  X  9-7/16 (233)

13 (330)  X  6-5/8 (171)  X  9-7/16 (236)

13 (330)  X  6-5/8 (171)  X  9-7/16 (233)

Battery 
Terminal Type

Overall Dimensions inches (cm) 
Length x Width x Height 

›  Climate Control

›  Auxiliary AC

›  Auxiliary Heaters 

›  Inverter 

›  Stereo / TV / DVD

›  GPS System

›  Smart Phone

›  Extra 12V Fans

›  Microwave  

›  Refrigerator 

›  Satellite Communications

›  CB Liner

›  Extra Lights 

*Under normal operating conditions. **Reference rating
©2017 Exide Technologies. Exide Technologies Milton, GA 30004 U.S.A. NASCAR® is a trademark of the National Association of Stock Car Auto Racing, Inc. MKTG2676   4/17

THREADED

HEAVY DUTY POWER FOR THE LONG HAUL, SHORT HAUL AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN
With anti-idle laws growing across the country and increasing power demands from truck accessories, you need a battery that can stand up to the challenge. 

The RoadForce® AGM 200 continues the tradition of high standards, backed by a strong nationwide warranty program and more than 100 years of innovation.

exide.com

FEATURES
›  Spill - Proof*

›  Vibration Resistant

›  Deep Cycle 

›  Starting Power

›  Reserve Capacity  

›  Maintenance Free* 

EXIDE TOTAL BATTERY MANAGEMENT (TBM)

Exide is one of the largest secondary lead recyclers in the world, and 
one of the few companies with the ability to provide Total Battery 
Management, helping to divert batteries from the waste stream by 
returning the recycled materials to new products. Our commitment to 
recycling and environmental responsibility is unwavering.

RECYCLE WITH EXIDE.

For more information and nationwide warranty terms, 
visit us at exide.com or call at 1-800-START-IT.
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Made with some 
imported components


